Licence for publication forms

- Policy and process
- Submitting forms on behalf of an author
- Standard (Cochrane Reviews)
  - Standard | Protocol for a Cochrane Review
  - Standard | Cochrane Review
- Creative Commons (Cochrane Reviews)
  - CC BY | Protocol
  - CC BY | Review
  - CC BY-NC | Protocol
  - CC BY-NC | Review
  - CC BY-NC-ND | Cochrane Review
  - CC BY-NC-ND | Protocol
- Editorials
  - Standard | Cochrane Editorial
  - Creative Commons | Cochrane Editorial
- WHO and PAHO addenda
  - WHO addendum | Standard licence | Protocol or Review
  - WHO addendum | Creative Commons licences | Protocol or Review
  - PAHO addendum | Standard licence | Protocol or Review
  - PAHO addendum | Creative Commons licences | Protocol or Review